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While the Marvel Cinematic Universe has grown and grown, Spider-Man has spent more than a decade doing its own thing. Sony holds the rights to the Marvel superhero movie since it bought it from the then independent comic book publisher in 1999, before Marvel began developing its own characters into a series of blockbuster films
and was bought by Disney.After more than a decade of web-slinging on its own, the smart-mouthed superhero reunited with other comic book characters Iron Man, Captain America, Hawkeye and others, with an appearance in Captain America: Civil War last year. And his latest film, Spider-Man: Homecoming, which will be released on
July 7 in the US, will further incorporate the character into the MCU. But even if Homecoming, which has strong reviews, performs remarkably well at the box office, it won't add to Marvel's top line. The Disney-owned studio won't see a penny of box-office movie returns. Marvel waived its claim to Spider-Man's revenue back in 2011 as part
of a deal with Sony, the Wall Street Journal reported (paywall). The Japanese conglomerate now maintains all film profits. Marvel received 5% of revenue from spider-man films, which quartz calculated amounted to nearly $125 million from the Sam Raimi trilogy directed by 2000. In 2015, when the two studios merged to re-launch the
franchise, Sony agreed to absorb the entire cost of production while Marvel came on board to manage the process. If you're Marvel, that case doesn't sound so great. Why make a movie at all? It's about toys, pajamas, backpacks, lunch boxes and other Spider-Man merchandising that become more valuable to Disney when the popular
new online video hits the big screen. When Marvel gave up on the Spider-Man films, he bought the full rights to the merchandising (paywall) revenue he had previously shared with Sony. (Plus, it got to use characters in its own films, such as Captain America: Civil War, which grossed more than $1.15 billion worldwide, and upcoming
upcoming Avengers films.) Marvel could clear more than $200 million in sales from spidey goods alone within a year if Homecoming is as popular as the Amazing Spider-Man series starring Andrew Garfield, or nearly $400 million if it's as big as Spider-Man 2 and 3, based on revenue reported by the Journal.When the studio renegotiated
that deal in 2011, Marvel paid Sony, which was in need of cash , a lump sum of $175 million and agreed to fork out more than an additional $35 million each time a new film was made, in exchange for full merchandising revenue. That $35 million would also reportedly be reduced if the film grosses more than $750 million, according to a
2015 tweak to the deal that came when Disney and Sony partnered (paywall) on the reboot. If Homecoming exceeds this threshold, the threshold the fourth film he made this year, including a Marvel movie and another from Disney. At the age of 15, Peter Parker lowered his age limit to being an Avenger when he made his Iron Man debut
in Captain America: Civil War. That said, his status as one of Earth's most powerful heroes is still in the air in Spider-Man: Homecoming. It's unclear whether Spider-Man is the Avenger after one battle with any discernible evil, because fans who have seen the Avengers know that becoming one of the most elite superheroes in the world is
a bit more complicated. In Spider-Man: Homecoming, Peter Parker desperately wants to be an Avenger. When he's stuck in class, he watches Spider-Man videos on Youtube and relives his exciting day of fighting Ant-Man and Captain America. And after school, he ditched homework to fight local crime in New York. But despite his
passion for work ethic, Spider-Man isn't really an Avenger - not yet. In fact, a young web-slinger spends the entire movie trying to convince Tony Stark that he has what it takes to join the Avengers for good. His most valuable wish is to move to the Avengers, where Cap trained Vision, Wanda and Sam. But in a rare show of wisdom and
restraint, Tony does not give in to Peter's desires. Instead, he keeps his new protégé in New York, away from big super-villains and government involvement. And he's right. Peter Parker should not be an Avenger, and there are several important reasons. He's basically ChildSay it with me: Peter Parker is a minor. Technically, Tony's
recruitment of Spidey in the Civil War can be considered a kidnapping. I doubt Aunt May will be OK with her nephew dropping out of high school to become an Avenger, and something tells me she's not afraid to push charges should Tony ever take Peter on another international trip without informing her. He doesn't have a High School
DiplomaPeter just started his second year of high school at Homecoming, so leaving to join the Avengers would be a pretty stupid move. After all, you can't expect him to be a superhero forever. When he's older, with a bad back and a knee injury, he may need a career to fall back on, which means he should probably get a high school
diploma. On a practical level, it just doesn't make sense. Sokovia AccordsIf Spider-Man was to join the Avengers right now, which means that he would have to decide to sign the Sokovia agreements and commit only to fight with the consent of the government. At the end of the American Civil War, Tony seemed to understand the pros
and cons of the Accords, but he still works in them, just like everyone else in the Avengers relationship. Putting this great decision in the hands of a teenager with superpowers can make him make a huge mistake and put him and his aunt in danger. For now, it's better for if Peter stays under the radar. He does not His PowersPeter was
not trained in combat. He doesn't know how to fight and has not yet tested the range of his powers. Throwing it in with the Avengers would be foolish, especially given that both Black Widow and Captain America, the two who trained the new recruits, seemed to have severed ties with the Avengers' relationship at the end of the American
Civil War. Which brings me to my last point... Tony Stark is a horrible mentorlook, I know Tony is brilliant and everything, but he really knows nothing about superhero training. He loves to take unnecessary risks without thinking, and despite putting Spidey in the fold, he shows no desire to teach Peter himself. In Homecoming, he almost
just throws Spider-Man deep and waits to see if he's tone or swimming. With Tony as his only mentor in the Avengers, Peter will be missing out on all the Cap and Black Widow they have to offer – namely combat skills, team building, and actual training. It's really best for Peter to wait to join the Avengers until the Avengers are actually
back together again. Peter Parker is not the Avenger in Spider-Man: Homecoming and it's really for the best. Fans can expect, however, that he will once again fight alongside the Avengers in Avengers: Infinity War. I hope that this time he will fight all the superheroes, not some of them. The most obvious way to find a superhero may be
their suit, but it turns out that what they wear overnight is just as wonderful. As Racked found, the slogan tees in Spider-Man: Homecoming are pretty great. Graphic t-shirts are witty, fun and STEM-based. Oh, and you can buy them all for less than $25 each as well. I think it's safe to say that you've never met a superhero who dresses like
this before. While most superheroes are busy living in mansions and driving priceless cars, Spider-Man: Homecoming is a little different. In the film, Peter Parker, played by Tom Holland, is a high school student who transforms into Spider-Man at night. He seems to have a rather bizarre style for his non-superhero wear too. As Racked
points out, all the graphic t-shirts that Holland wears in the film are STEM-centered with science jokes and puns on them. One of them is: If you believe in telekinesis, please raise your hand. Others are more science-focused, like the one that says physics is theoretical, but the fun is real. According to Racked, costume designer Louise
Frogley chose t-shirts on purpose. The idea was that the school that he was going to be for gifted kids who are gifted at learning, and that some of them were very nerdy and they thought that this kind of T-shirt was really funny, Frogley says Racked. Peter Parker was kind of nerdy, but no, and it's sort of sarcastic response, I think, to wear
a nerdy, silly T-shirt. Each of the is now available online. For less than $25, you can stock up on exactly Peter Parker-esque tees too. Even the Silvia Plath tee that Zendaya wears in the video is up for grabs. Here are the exact tees so you can make STEM cool. Telekinesis TeeIf You Believe Tee, $18, AmazonNow is a superpower.2. Are
you a positive TopI Lost Electron Tee, $20, AmazonAre you laughing at? Because I am3. Find the X ShirtFind X Math Shirt, $18, AmazonIf only the maths were really that easy.4. Physics is a theoretical TeeTeka physics is a theoretical tee, $22, amazonthis one is for real STEM lovers out there.5. Silvia Plath TopSilvia Plath Photo, $25,
Red Bubble It's not exactly the one that Zendaya wears in the movie, but it's pretty damn close. Who knew that dressing like a superhero every day can be so easy? Although Spider-Man: Homecoming is the first film in the second series of Spider-Man, this does not mean that it will be a solo Spider-Man movie. In fact, fans will see two
Avengers in Spider-Man: Homecoming: Tony Stark and Captain America. Of course, their appearance may leave fans wondering how eminently these Avengers characters will be for the next adventure for Peter Parker and whether they will be stealing the spotlight from their younger superhero friend. The emphasis on the fact that Peter
Parker is still very teenage in high school in this film is only reinforced with the emergence of Tony Stark and Captain America. Both older Avengers appear as more insuching characters, albeit in different ways, to Peter. Given how they are woven into the Spider-Man: Homecoming narrative this time around, the implication is also that
Peter is in desperate need of guidance on whether he wants to or not. As for Tony, he acts as a mentor and part-time assistant for Peter, fighting The Vulture in Spider-Man: Homecoming. This may be due to the fact that the Mustache has a strong relationship with both Tony Stark and Peter. For Tony and Peter, The Musty - whose real
name is Adrian Toomes - is an average joe who wants to use the remnants of tools from previous Avengers battles to fight one percent, such as Tony. The appearance of The Cap in Spider-Man: Homecoming is definitely more twee compared to Tony's. Captain America appears in a series of videos purportedly shown in schools across
America on various topics. One of the videos is shown in Peter's gym class and show Captain America talking about the Captain America Fitness Challenge. Another video is shown to Peter and his classmates in custody and will most likely show Captain America giving the kids a stern talk about staying out of trouble. It's definitely
interesting - and a heck of a lot of fun - to see the Avengers being woven into the world of Spider-Man. This is the first for web-slinger videos but hopefully it's rule, not an exception. Exception.
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